MEET OUR FLEET

Bonfils Blood Center’s staff and vehicles travel more than 336,000 miles each year to
conduct blood drives, deliver supplies and equipment to our community donor centers
and transport blood products around the state. Bonfils uses nine primary vehicle
models, each serving a different and important purpose, that make up our fleet of 46
total vehicles. We have a robust vehicle preventive maintenance plan to extend the miles
they can travel and ensure they are safe for our staff and donors. However, many of
these vehicles are approaching the end of their lives and need replacement.

http://www.bonfils.org/build-a-fleet
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Bonfils’ bloodmobiles can be found
parked at farmer’s markets, downtown
streets and other gathering places.
These self-contained donor centers on
wheels can accommodate up to six
blood donors at a time. Bloodmobiles
are the ideal option for organizations
and communities seeking to host drives
without space to hold a drive indoors.
Bonfils’ seven bloodmobiles range in
age from seven to 19 years old.

Used to carry staff and blood drive
equipment such as portable donor beds,
collection supplies and canteen items,
Bonfils’ shuttles and sprinters travel to
businesses, service clubs, churches and
other organizations for indoor blood
drives. Bonfils has four shuttles that
range from 10 to 13 years old and three
sprinters that are each six years old.

Similar to our sprinter vehicles, Bonfils’
vans carry equipment needed for blood
drives that are held in spaces like
conference rooms in addition to
delivering supplies to our multiple
community donor centers throughout
the Front Range. These are particularly
ideal for transporting staff members
and supplies needed for smaller blood
drives where parking is limited. Nine
vans are part of Bonfils’ fleet and range
in age from 11 to 15 years old.

Passenger vehicles are used across
Bonfils for more than mobile blood drive
support. They are used to pick up blood
from our mobile drives and community
donor centers, transport staff to
training sessions and company events
and make blood deliveries to hospitals.
Bonfils currently has four passenger
vans that are each over a decade old
and seven sedans and crossover
vehicles. The majority of these seven
vehicles were purchased before 2001.

This vehicle is a work horse for Bonfils. It
has a lift gate for large orders stored on
pallets and is used to make bulk deliveries
of supplies and equipment across the
Front Range. It is also used to deliver
materials for Bonfils events such as Drive
for Life and our annual golf tournament.
We have one box truck that just
celebrated its 10th birthday in 2014.

Bonfils has three pick-up trucks used
by our facilities and fleet staff for a
variety of maintenance tasks necessary
to conduct our lifesaving work including
security patrols of our headquarter
facility and laboratory and more. One
truck is new, but the other utility trucks
range in age from 13 to 22 years.

As part of the Build a Fleet Campaign,
Bonfils must purchase two new
self-contained shuttles and five new
sprinters between 2014 and 2016 to
maintain our blood drive operations for
our community.

While three of the seven sedans/crossover
vehicles are 2012 models, Bonfils needs to
purchase one new crossover vehicle to
replace a 1998 sedan.

Bonfils Blood Center invested in a new
pick-up truck in early 2014 used for
snow plowing to help ensure the safety
of our employees, blood donors and
guests during winter months.

Trailers

As part of the Build a Fleet campaign,
four hitched trailers will be added to our
vehicle fleet. These trailers will be used
with smaller vehicles, such as the
sprinters or passenger vehicles, to haul
specialized blood collection equipment.
These trailers are a vital addition
because they will allow us to take
equipment across the state without
having to purchase customized vehicles.

